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Subject: Geography Strand: Compare UK coasts to Region in North America (Place Knowledge) Year Group: 5 

WHAT SHOULD I ALREADY KNOW: 

• Knowledge of features about places 

around him/her and beyond the UK. 

• Human features of UK regions, cities and/or 

counties. 

• How people have been affected by 

changes in the environment.  

• Know about the wider context of places – 

region, country. 

• Why there are similarities and differences 

between places. 

 

• The physical features of coasts. 

 

• Begin to understand erosion and deposition 

of coastlines. 

 

• How humans affect the environment over 

time. 

 

• Why people seek to manage and sustain 

their environment. 

 

• The physical characteristics and key 

topographical features of the countries 

within North America (Canada). 

 

• The physical and human features of a 

region of the UK and a region in North 

America. 

 

WHAT WILL I KNOW BY THE END OF THIS TOPIC 

DIAGRAMS 

 

 

dune A hill of loose sand built by aeolian 

processes (wind) or the flow of water. 

bay A body of water that is partly 

surrounded by land. 

spit A deposition landform found off 

coasts. They formed by the movement 

of sediment (typically sand) along a 

shore by a process known as longshore 

drift. 

stack A geological landform consisting of a 

steep and often vertical column or 

columns of rock in the sea near a 

coast, formed by wave erosion. 

headland An area of land that is surrounded by 

water on three sides. 

cliff A vertical or very steep natural wall of 

rock. 

topographical The physical features 

pollution When the environment is 

contaminated, or dirtied, by waste, 

chemicals, and other harmful 

substances. 

rock armour An effective solution to protect 

coastlines and structures from erosion 

by the sea. 

erosion The wearing away of the land by 

forces such as water, wind, and ice. 

deposition The processes where material being 

transported by a river is deposited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Identify and define key features of 

coasts. 

• Explain how water and weather can 

change coastlines. 

• Use an atlas to locate Filey and North 

America. 

• Compare the physical and human 

features of a region of the UK and a 

region in North America, identifying 

similarities and differences. 
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